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Life sounds brilliant.

Enjoy the  
sound of life.
Orion™ hearing instruments. 
All the essential features for hearing clearly.

The information in this brochure is subject to change 
without prior notice. Copyright © 2013 Siemens Hearing 
Instruments, Inc. All rights reserved.

Hearing instruments help many people hear better, but 
no hearing instrument can solve every hearing problem 
nor restore normal hearing.
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You’ll love the sound of this.

Whispers of love, crashing waves, the laughter of 
children on the beach – the sounds that bring you joy 
don’t have to fade into mere memories.  Your hearing 
care professional will help you choose the right 
hearing instrument to meet your needs. With Orion, 
you will be able to enjoy all the sounds around you.

In addition to great wearing comfort, you can 
discreetly and easily adjust the volume and change 
programs with your Orion via Siemens’ ePen® 
or ProPocket™ remote control. In addition, the 
easyPocket™, Siemens latest, user-friendly ergonomic 
remote control, has a modern design and built-in 
color display – it even has an alarm clock.

ePen®

easyPocket™

ProPocket™
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Orion RIC
(Receiver-In-Canal)

Directional microphones
Focuses sound from in front of you 
while reducing noises from other 
directions, helping you focus on 
your conversation partner.

Rocker switch
Customizable control 
can be programmed 
to suit your individual 
preferences.

Battery door
Change the battery 
quickly and easily.

Battery door
Change the battery 
quickly and easily; 
turn the instrument 
on/off

Tinnitus therapy feature
Programmable as tinnitus 
therapy signal only or as a 
hearing instrument with 
therapy signal.

Tinnitus therapy feature
Programmable as tinnitus 
therapy signal only or as a 
hearing instrument with 
therapy signal.

IP67 rating*
Resistant to moisture, 
sweat, and dirt.

miniReceiver 2.0
Orion‘s speaker is located 
directly in the ear for 
outstanding, near-natural sound 
quality and performance.

Click dome
Easy to clean for comfortable 
and reliable fittings.

Orion RIC
(Receiver-In-Canal)

Orion ITE
(In-The-Ear)

Push button
Easily adjust your hearing 
program manually with 
the push button.

Volume control
For direct sound adjustment.

Directional microphones
Focuses on sound from in front of 
you while reducing noises from 
other directions.

Vent
For optimal ear 
ventilation and 
less occlusion.

* Achieved IP67 rating per IEC 60529 standard. Water-resistant device can be 
completely submerged in water up to 3 feet for 30 minutes and dust will not 
interfere with the satisfactory operation of the device. 

BTEs ITEs

Orion CIC 
(Completely-In-Canal)

Orion ITC 
(In-The-Canal)

Orion ITE 
(In-The-Ear)Orion S Orion M Orion P

Customizable color.

You may select either a one-color 
housing or combine two colors 
for even more personalization of 
your Orion BTE instruments. And 
if your color preference changes, 
your Hearing Care Professional can 
easily exchange the housing. Orion 
custom instruments are available in 
various skin tone colors so they can 
discreetly blend with your ear.

BTE base colors

BTE top colors

Beige Dark Granite

Silver BlackGrey Brown

ITE colors

Beige* Tan* Brown

Mocha Dark Brown*
*not available 

for CIC

T-coil

Telecoil (T-coil)
Compatible with numerous looping systems 
found in theaters, places of worship, and 
telecoil-equipped phones.

Orion. For clear connections.

Today there are many innovations that can help you 
hear better so you can focus on the things that matter. 
Siemens Orion™ line of hearing instruments come in 
a broad range of BTE (Behind-The-Ear) and Custom 
ITE (In-The-Ear) models for almost any level of hearing 
loss. There is the small Orion S for mild hearing loss, 
Orion M for mild to moderate loss, Orion P for severe 
hearing loss, and Orion RIC (Receiver-In-Canal) that 
can support mild to severe hearing loss. Orion Custom 
ITE instruments sit discreetly in your ear or disappear 
completely in your ear canal. 

With essential features like a built-in T-coil, you 
can connect with telephones and listen in looped 
environments like places of worship, classrooms, and 
other public places. 

Orion is also durable with nanocoating and an IP67 
rating* so it is resistant to moisture, sweat, and dirt.  
You can trust Orion to help you hear clearly no matter 
what life has in store for you.


